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Geometric II 
A range of eleven exciting and contemporary designs, created as a follow 
up to the successful Geometric Collection from 2011. 

Featuring a range of techniques including digital, surface and screen print, 
Geometric II finds its inspiration in Art Deco architecture and styling from 
across the Globe. From the dazzling mosaic tiles found in many a Deco 
interior, to the lush tropical foliage and ice cream colours found on Miami 
Beach, Geometric II offers a modern take on the often familiar motifs and 
decorative geometric style of the early 20th century.

Cole & Son

Cole & Son was founded in 1875 by John Perry, son of a Cambridgeshire merchant. In those 
days the company was situated in Islington, north London, an area famous for the 190 hand 
block printing companies working there in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Throughout the 19th century Cole & Son printed for all the large well-known companies of 
the time including Jeffrey & Co, Sanderson and Shand Kydd. In addition to high quality block 
printing, the company was renowned for supplying beautiful stripes and jaspes.

In the early days the company built machines that allowed the re-introduction of the process 
of pan coating and also revived the process of flocking, invented in Holland in 1680, imitating 
cut velvet.

In 1941 the company was bought by A P Cole, proprietor of the company Cole & Son 
(Wallpapers) Ltd, with showrooms and offices at Mortimer Street in Central London.

The Cole & Son block archive includes designs produced by J C Crace & Son to furnish many 
stately homes, palaces, castles and theatres throughout Britain and overseas, including the 
wallpaper designs of A W Pugin for the Palace of Westminster. The amalgamation of the two 
businesses in 1941 meant that Cole & Son became the custodians of the most significant 
collection of wooden printing blocks in Britain.

In 1949, Cole’s Design Director created one of the first screen print studios in Europe in 
response to the revolutionary new Contemporary design movement which gave birth to the 
wild wallpaper designs of the 1950s and 1960s.

Today, the Cole & Son archive consists of approximately 1,800 block print designs, 350 screen 
print designs and a huge quantity of original drawings and wallpapers, representing all the 
styles from the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. Amongst these are some of the most 
important historic wallpaper designs in the world. Cole & Son has provided wallpapers for 
many historic houses including Buckingham Palace and the Houses of Parliament.

Our magnificent archive is on occasion the source of new designs within our collections. 
Designs are carefully selected, adapted and coloured by our designers and printed by 
craftsmen to produce wallpapers faithful to the character of the original document, yet 
contemporary in feel.

Cole & Son continues to produce innovative and beautiful original designs; our current 
collections reflect our long and distinguished history as well as our continuing passion for new 
and exciting wallpapers.



Above: Puzzle 105/2008

PUZZLE

Puzzle 
Presented in six stunning colourways, this screen printed wallpaper featuring a dizzying cascade of 
tumbling cubes is a real statement piece for the interior. The six colourings include the more serious 
tones of black, white and grey, alongside a softer pastel palette, and a show-stopping display of acid 
yellow and limes on charcoal.
Produced on a 68.5cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 64cm with a half drop match.

Cole & Son

105/2007
Black & White

105/2008
White on White

105/2009
Pale Pastel

105/2010
Pink & Orange

105/2011
Grey & Black

105/2012
Yellow & Black

Left: Puzzle 105/2011



Above: Miami 105/4018

MIAMI

Miami 
Inspired by the colourful and exuberant architecture of South Beach, Miami and the lush and tropical 
vegetation of the region, the Miami wallpaper depicts giddy layers of elegant tiled terraces, colonnades and 
pillars, interspersed with verdant palms and exotic flora. Digitally printed, Miami is offered in two stunning 
colourings, the first made up of botanic greens, and limes, with accents of orange and teal, while the second 
presents a moodier twilight colouring of slates and greys with flashes of electric pink and golden yellow.
Produced on a 68.5cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 89.8cm with a half drop match.

Cole & Son

Left: Miami 105/4017

105/4017
Green & Coral

105/4018
Navy & Pink



Cole & Son

105/3013
Black & Gold

105/3014
Buff & Gold

105/3015
White & White

105/3016
Blue & Gold

105/6026
Black & White

105/6027
Grey

105/6028
Linen

105/6029
Charcoal

Mosaic 105/3013 Riviera 105/6029

MOSAIC RIVIERA

Mosaic
Offered in four elegant colourings this smart little cube design, inspired by the symmetry and mosaics of 
the Art Deco period, will add a luxurious tone to any interior. Surface printed accents of metallic gold 
and bronze fall on subtle grounds of charcoal, buff and stone.
Produced on a 52cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 2.2cm with a straight match.

Riviera
Riviera offers a softer and more graceful take on the geometry and linear styles of the Art Deco 
period.  Featuring gently curved interlocking ovals printed in a softly raised textured finish, Riviera 
comes in four classic neutral colourings of black and white, graphite on grey, charcoal on sand and 
metallic bronze on charcoal.
Produced on a 52cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 45.6cm with a straight match.



Above: Delano 105/7030

Left: Delano 105/7033

DELANO

Delano 
Delano, which takes its name from the famous Art Deco hotel on South Beach, takes a familiar tile motif 
and gives it a smart and contemporary feel. Offered in five vibrant colourings, including a classic black 
and white, black, white and gold, a sharp yellow and pink both teamed with black, and a sumptuous 
indigo with gold, Delano will bring a dash of pizzazz to any interior.
Produced on a 53cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 24.4cm with a straight match.

Cole & Son

105/7030
Gold & Black

105/7031
Grey & Black

105/7032
Yellow & Black

105/7033
Pink & Black

105/7034
Blue & Black



Above: Deco Palm 105/8039

Left: Deco Palm 105/8036

DECO PALM

Deco Palm 
Inspired by the exotic foliage found in Miami and worked into a more contemporary geometric style, 
this screen printed wallpaper takes the palm motif to new and exciting heights. It has been produced in 
five striking colourways of leafy greens, cool chalky neutrals, bohemian brick and teal, Hollywood pink 
and gold and a spectacular acid yellow on charcoal.
Produced on a 53cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 52cm with a half drop match.

Cole & Son

105/8035
Yellow

105/8036
Grey

105/8037
Green

105/8038
Pink

105/8039
Red & Blue



Apex Grand 105/10045

APEX GRAND Cole & Son

Apex Grand 
As a follow up to the very successful Apex design from the original Geometric collection, we have 
produced Apex Grand – a larger scale, wide-width wallpaper, in a series of brand new colourings.  
A popular geometric motif of interlocking triangles, Apex Grand delivers a bold and modern look for 
the contemporary space. Offered in five diverse colourations, including two chic neutrals of warm 
caramel tones with gold and cool greys with gilver, two earthier arrangements of mossy olives with 
gilver and brick red and black with gold, and an opulent azure and mineral blue with indigo.
Produced on a 68.5cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 68.5cm with a half drop match.

105/10041
Brick & Black

105/10042
Gold

105/10043
Grey & Black

105/10044
Green

105/10045
Teal

PRISM Cole & Son

105/9040
Multi-coloured

Prism 105/9040

Prism
Prism takes its inspiration from the very successful Circus design from the first Geometric collection.  
Much smaller in scale and with a brighter palette this enigmatic wallpaper uses the four colour 
separation process in order to achieve the high number of colours within the design. This single 
colourway features kaleidoscopic shards of pinks, oranges, purples, greens and blues to create a real 
signature piece for the interior.
Produced on a 68.5cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 76cm with a straight match.



Above: Tile 105/12052

TILE

Tile 
Tile revisits the same successful design from the Frontier Collection, and presents four brand new 
colourings in addition to the ever popular black and white. A simple and enduring motif, Tile offers a 
smallscale geometric option for the discerning modernist. The four new colourings include a smart  
navy blue on white, cool stone on white, silver on grey, and a metallic gunmetal on mole.
Produced on a 53cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 35cm with a straight match.

Cole & Son

105/12050
Black & White

105/12051
Mole & Gilver

105/12052
White & Stone

105/12053
Grey & Silver

105/12054
Blue & White

Left: Tile 105/12054



OBLIQUE Cole & Son

105/11046
Grey & White

105/11047
Linen

105/11048
Teal & Black

105/11049
Black & White

Oblique 105/11046

Oblique
Taking its name from the popular geometric style of the period for non-parallel, angled lines. Oblique  
is printed in four smart two-tone colourings and crisscrossed with fine ribbons of soft gleaming metallic, 
Oblique is a glamorous yet restrained wallpaper. The colourings include soft grey on white with silver, 
cream on ivory with gold, bold black and white with gold and teal on charcoal with bronze.
Produced on a 68.5cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 76cm with a straight match.

LUXOR Cole & Son

Luxor 105/1004

Luxor 
Named after the famed Egyptian tomb site, Luxor features an illusory and intricate trellis in a range 
of six smart colourings. Jazzy pinks, oranges and limes, mix with cooler neutrals and a more enigmatic 
charcoal with bronze.
Produced on a 52cm wide 10m roll. The pattern repeat measures 31cm with a straight match.

105/1001
Charcoal

105/1002
Black & White

105/1003
White

105/1004
Pink

105/1005
Green

105/1006
Linen



BESPOKE SERVICE

The Cole & Son Bespoke Service offers the chance to create a personal and unique wallpaper.Suitable 
for those who wish to have their favorite current design in a particular colour or those who want to 
delve into the formidable Cole & Son archive of over 1800 blocks to produce a faithful reproduction of 
a historic design.

Depending on design complexity and printing techniques required, minimum quantities and differing lead 
times may apply. Prices available on request.

Contact Bespoke Services for further details 
e: specials@cole-and-son.com   
t: +44 (0)20 8442 7186

CIRCUS Cole & Son

93/6020  
Multi-coloured

Circus 93/6020

Circus  
A striking large scale (3.15m wide x 3m high) repeating wallpaper panel of overlapping multi-coloured 
harlequins. This panel can be custom sized.  
Please contact Bespoke Services for further details specials@cole-and-son.com
Produced as a complete repeatable digital panel 3.15m wide x 3m high.



FOLLOW US 

 twitter.com/Cole_And_Son
 pinterest.com/coleandsonpins/
 facebook.com/pages/Cole-Son-Wallpaper/
 cole_and_son_wallpapers

DOWNLOAD THE UPDATED 
COLE & SON APP 

The Cole & Son iPad app provides you  
with our entire wallpaper portfolio at  
your fingertips. 

• Search by colour 
• Search by style 
• Order samples using PayPal
• Updated with all new collections
•  Available to download free from  

the App Store

Cole & Son would like to thank…

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture: www.jonathancharlesfurniture.com
George Smith: www.georgesmith.co.uk
Porta Romana: www.portaromana.co.uk

Please note:
The Geometric II Collection meets fire performance classification:  
EN 13501-1:2007+A1:2009, B-s1,d0, contract FR.

Fabric shown in images of Deco Palm, Tile and Oblique has been used for styling purposes  
only and is not available to purchase.

The colours in this brochure may vary from the original wallpaper and we therefore recommend 
ordering samples in order to view the true colours. Samples can be ordered from www.cole-and-son.
com or the Cole & Son Pattern Book ipad App.

These wallpapers are paste the wall products.


